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### Project background

Many women in the UK undergo breast biopsies each year to evaluate abnormalities or suspicious imaging findings. While some find cancerous lesions, the majority are normal or benign breast diseases (BBD) that, although non-cancerous, can progress or predict progression to breast cancer (Hartmann 2005). Histologic features in BBD H&E images of breast tissue could reveal footprints of past exposures to risk factors and early biological effects (Abubakar 2023a, that could be used as biomarkers for increased risk of breast cancer development (Abubakar 2021; Vellal 2021). Previous studies have shown that tumour-associated stromal cellular density in breast tumours reflects prior exposures to risk factors (Abubakar 2023b). This suggest that both epithelial hyperplasia (a known biomarker of risk) and stromal disruption are involved in the aetipathogenesis of invasive breast carcinoma. Advances in radiomics are enabling AI analyses of BBD images with epithelial and stromal components to identify novel biomarkers of progression to subsequent invasive breast cancer in women with non-proliferative BBD lesions. Such tissue-based biomarkers can be used to identify high-risk women who could benefit from enhanced screening and risk-reduction strategies.

### Project aims

- To evaluate reproductive, hormonal, lifestyle, genetic and mammographic breast density in relation to the epithelial and stromal changes in BBD using imaging AI analyses.
- To estimate the association of BBD epithelial and stromal changes with risk of developing different types of breast cancer.
To identify relationships between epithelial and stromal changes in BBD and those in subsequent tumours.

Research proposal

Using novel machine-learning algorithms for image analyses and leveraging rich resources from the Generation study, the PhD candidate will explore epithelial and stromal features in BBD tissue slides to identify biomarkers of breast cancer risks and progression.

Study Population

Research will be based on data and tissue images from participants in the Generations Study, a prospective cohort of 110,000 women in the UK (Swerdlow et al. 2011). Participants have provided information about their BBD and the hospital where they underwent surgical or biopsy procedures through questionnaires. About 12,000 study participants in Generations Study have reported having a breast biopsy or surgery for a BBD lesion. The resource includes comprehensive and repeated information on risk factors, serial mammographic images, circulating hormone levels, genotyping, as well as paired samples of both BBD and tumour tissues. The richness of data makes this resource ideally suited to study predictors of risk and progression of BBD to breast cancer.

A nested case-control study within the sub-cohort of 12,000 women with BBD in the Generation study will be designed, and it is expected to include 675 women who developed breast cancer and 675 controls without breast cancer. Pathology reports will be used to confirm the BBD diagnosis, and H&E slides will be digitised for AI analysis. For women who develop cancer, H&E slides from tumour formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) blocks will also be available for AI analyses.

Plan of investigation and methodology

The proposed project will involve designing a nested case-control study, data curation and performing AI image analyses of H&E slides from BBD and tumour tissues. Data analysis will use integrative statistical and data science methodologies will be conducted in collaboration with pathologists, statisticians and data scientists. Machine-learning analysis, including tissue classification and cell detection scripts, will be applied to histologic images to characterize epithelial and stromal features. This could include random forest or neural network algorithms optimized and validated to identify, segment, and quantify areas of interest. By analysing these data, the project will aim to investigate the relationship between epithelial and stromal changes in BBD and the subsequent development of tumours, explore the influence of genetic susceptibility loci and hormone levels on tissue characteristics in BBD, and their connection to cancer progression. This project will also evaluate how imaging features in BBD relate to those in subsequent breast tumours to evaluate possible pathways to progression. In addition, it will evaluate whether genetic (determined by polygenic risk scores and family history) and non-genetic risk factors (e.g. reproduction history, hormone levels, BMI, hormone replacement therapy use) are associated with imaging features in BBD and subsequent tumour, and whether the expected increase in risk is modified by risk factors.

Impact

Tissue-based biomarkers for women with BBD could be used to identify high-risk women who could benefit from enhanced screening and risk-reduction strategies. This has practical clinical significance considering that the NHS breast screening program conducts approximately 40,000 breast biopsies annually, with 28,000 of them resulting in non-proliferative diagnoses (NHS Breast Screening Program, England 2018-19). The outcome of this research has the potential to offer women with valuable insights into their individual risk profiles, reducing the uncertainty associated with receiving a diagnosis of BBD.
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Candidate profile

Note: the ICR’s standard minimum entry requirement is a relevant undergraduate Honours degree (First or 2:1).

Pre-requisite qualifications of applicants: Master in Epidemiology, Biostatistics, Data Science or related field; or equivalent experience in these areas.

Intended learning outcomes:

- Understand the epidemiology and pathology of breast cancer.
- Critically read and analyse scientific literature, fostering a deep understanding and the ability to integrate current research with historical perspectives.
- Develop hypotheses that build upon existing knowledge.
- Apply rigorous epidemiological methods for study design, data generation, analyses and interpretation, accounting for potential biases.
- Develop machine-learning scripts for AI image analyses.
- Learn to work in a collaborative research environment, leveraging the support of internal teams and external collaborators to enhance research outcomes.
- Communicate research goals, methods, results and implications in both writing and orally.
- Understand and adhere to the ethical considerations and guidelines pivotal in research involving human samples and data.
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Project suitable for a student with a background in:
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